Modulator of surface plasmon polariton based cycle branch graphene waveguide
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Abstract

At present, an important research area is the search for materials that are compatible with CMOS technology and achieve a satisfactory response rate and modulation efficiency. A strong local field of graphene surface plasmon polariton (SPP) can increase the interaction between light and graphene, reduce device size, and facilitate the integration of materials with CMOS. In this study, we design a new modulator of SPP-based cycle branch graphene waveguide. The structure comprises a primary waveguide of graphene–LiNbO\textsubscript{3}–graphene, and a secondary cycle branch waveguide is etched on the surface of LiNbO\textsubscript{3}. Part of the incident light in the primary waveguide enters the secondary waveguide, thus leading to a phase difference with the primary waveguide as reflected at the end of the branch and interaction coupling to enhance output light intensity. Through feature analysis, we discover that the area of the secondary waveguide shows significant localized fields and SPPs. Moreover, the cycle branch graphene waveguide can realize gain compensation, reduce transmission loss, and increase transmission distance. Numerical simulations show that the minimum effective mode field area is about 0.0130\,\mu\textsuperscript{2}, the gain coefficient is about 700 cm\textsuperscript{-1}, and the quality factor can reach 150. The structure can realize the mode field limits of deep subwavelength and achieve a good comprehensive performance.
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1. Introduction

An electro-optic modulator (EOM) consists of a crystal, such as lithium niobate, gallium arsenide, and lithium tantalite [1,2]. The electro-optic effect is the change in the refractive index of a crystal resulting from the change of light properties. Modulation may be imposed on the phase, frequency, amplitude, or polarization of beams [3,4]. Optical modulators serve as the most important element in optical signal processing systems [5-8]. The development of an integrated optical modulator is aimed at achieving high-speed exploration, wide bandwidth, and small size. Thus, relevant research should be conducted to discover materials that can promote the response rate and modulation efficiency of optical modulators. Graphene is known to have optical properties that favor optical modulation [9-11]. Photons can be readily coupled to surface plasmons in graphene and form a surface plasmon polariton (SPP) surface wave with numerous appealing properties, such as interaction between light and graphene and increased bandwidth [12-14]. Gao’s team in the William Marsh Rice University Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering recently revealed that graphene can be used in electric communication, including in Mid and Fir regions. In “Double-Layer Graphene Optical Modulator” published in Nano Letters, Zhang Xiang, NAE number, explained the great influence of developing a graphene optical modulator. At present, few studies have reported
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Both sides can produce SPP resonance, thus promoting the ability to absorb light. Graphene can be manufactured with a banded structure via chemical vapor deposition.

Under hierarchical mutual coverage, the periodic structure is covered with graphene, and electrodes are deposited on the graphene surface with the evaporating electron beam. A branched waveguide is obtained via plasma beam sputter etching. The modulator constructed with graphene exhibits outstanding properties, including low loss and good conduction. It can overcome the noise loss that occurs in spontaneous emission in the communication channel. In incident wavelength determination, the output light can be easily controlled by changing the gate voltage on both sides of graphene. At the same time, the filtering characteristics in the branch waveguide can be determined according to specific parameters. In this way, light frequency can be easily controlled. The proposed graphene-based EOM shows excellent extinction rate and modulation efficiency, thereby providing an ideal subwavelength micronano device in large-scale integrated optical communication.

2. Experimental

2.1. Structure design

We propose a modulator with high extinction ratio and small size (Fig. 1). This modulator can be modulated easily by changing the light of phase, frequency, amplitude, or polarization. It can also be rapidly identified by EOM. At the same time, the modulator features a simple, low-cost system that is easy to develop. Graphene SPP modulators exhibit a periodic structure consisting of upper and lower symmetries. The electrodes are made of galvanized sheet. The main waveguide is based on a material with a graphene–lithium niobate–graphene structure covered with a periodic structure on the surface of the lithium niobate sheet. The branch waveguide, which is used as the gain medium, can boost the localization effect in SPPs. The incident light transfers from the main waveguide to the branch waveguide, thereby leading to a phase difference. Under such condition, the light couples and changes. As a result of the electro-optic effect, the light signal can be modulated and integrated by changing the parameter in the branch waveguide structure. According to this setup, the work frequency can be controlled precisely.

The main waveguide and branch waveguide consist of lithium niobate crystal and covered with graphene at the bottom and on both sides. The branch waveguide, which is adopted for the IR-140-DMSO mixed solution, serves as the gain medium. After modulation, the output light interacts through the graphene and branch structure. The modulator design, which exhibits constructive interference and a periodic change in the graphene and branch structure. The modulator design, which is easy to develop. Graphene SPP modulators exhibit a periodic structure covered with a periodic structure on the surface of the lithium niobate sheet. The branch waveguide, which is used as the gain medium, can boost the localization effect in SPPs. The incident light transfers from the main waveguide to the branch waveguide, thereby leading to a phase difference. Under such condition, the light couples and changes. As a result of the electro-optic effect, the light signal can be modulated and integrated by changing the parameter in the branch waveguide structure. According to this setup, the work frequency can be controlled precisely.

The main waveguide and branch waveguide consist of lithium niobate crystal and covered with graphene at the bottom and on both sides. The branch waveguide, which is adopted for the IR-140-DMSO mixed solution, serves as the gain medium. After modulation, the output light interacts through the graphene and branch structure. The modulator design, which exhibits constructive interference and a periodic change in the cancellation process, allows the control of extinction ratio through the applied voltage and change in branch length. The waveguide design shows a typical symmetric SPP structure.

2.2. Propagation analysis

To define the mode field limits of the SPP waveguide on the basis of the size of the subwavelength, we denote the normalized mode scaling factor as SF, which is the ratio between the effective mode field area \(A_{\text{eff}}\) and the diffraction limit model \(A_{\text{m}}\). Propagation loss is denoted as Loss. SF describes the concentration of the spatial distribution of the electric field energy. A small SF indicates a strong light field constraint ability.

\[
SF = \frac{A_{\text{eff}}}{A_0} \quad (1)
\]

\[
A_{\text{eff}} = \frac{1}{\max(W(x,y))} \int W(x,y) dx \, dy \quad (2)
\]

\[
W(x,y) = \frac{1}{2} \text{Re} \left( \frac{d(E(x,y)\omega)}{d\omega} \right) |E(x,y)|^2 + n_\infty |H(x,y)|^2 \quad (3)
\]

\[
A_0 = \lambda^2 / 4 \quad (4)
\]

\(W(x,y)\) is the electromagnetic energy density, \(\varepsilon(x,y)\) is the relative dielectric constant, and \(n_\infty\) is the vacuum magnetic permeability. \(E(x,y)\) and \(H(x,y)\) denote the electric field and magnetic field, respectively. \(\omega\) is the angular frequency, and \(\lambda\) is the wavelength. Under the condition of invariable local form, transmission loss is as small as possible. Loss is expressed as

\[
\text{Loss} = -20 \log(e) n_w \cdot k_0 = -2 \cdot n_w \cdot k_0 \cdot 4.34 \quad (5)
\]

Here, \(n_w\) is the imaginary part of the complex refractive index of the model, and \(k_0\) is the wave number in vacuum, \(k_0 = 2\pi / \lambda\). The coefficient of 4.34 ranges from 1 μm⁻¹ to dB μm⁻¹. Eq. 5 indicates that the transmission loss is negative when the gain is positive.

In the design of the waveguide, we aim to generate a small transmission loss and a normalized mode field area. Thus, we must analyze the quality factor (FOM) to determine the comprehensive transmission characteristics of the waveguide, \(FOM = \frac{SF}{L}\). A great FOM indicates that the waveguide is applicable in optical transmission. \(L\) is the transmission length, which describes...
the propagation distance of light in the waveguide structure. $L$ is expressed as

$$L = \frac{1}{2 \text{Im}(\beta)}$$

Here, $\beta$ is the mode propagation constant, $\beta = k_o \frac{\varepsilon_{2r} - \varepsilon_{2i}}{2 \varepsilon_{1r}}$.

$\varepsilon_{1r}$ and $\varepsilon_{1i}$ are the real part and imaginary part of the metal dielectric constant, respectively. $\varepsilon_2$ is the dielectric constant of the medium in contrast to the symbol of $\varepsilon_{1r}$.

### 3. Results and Discussion

#### 3.1. Analysis of SPP

We first put forward the SPP characteristics of the modulator. We use a non-electrode in our SPP analysis. The analysis conditions are as follows: the incident wavelength is 1550 nm, the structure is 200 nm in length, the primary waveguide is 40 nm thick, and the secondary cycle branch waveguide is 30 nm thick. The width of the modulator is 150 nm thick. Fig. 2 shows the results with electric field distribution, transverse electric field, and longitudinal electric field. As shown in the figure, the area of the branch has significant localized fields, in which the coupling between the branch model and primary waveguide mode occurs and SPP is realized. In the area of the apex angle branch, resonance intensity is obviously the greatest. The clearance between the graphene and the medium waveguide with a high refractive index can be confined to the mode field, where light field limits are achieved.

The result also shows that the graphene-based cycle branch waveguide can realize gain compensation, reduce transmission loss, and increase transmission distance. The energy is limited to a small area in the horizontal and vertical directions. In comparison with the traditional metal–insulator–metal structure, the designed structure shows a stronger horizontal field limiting ability.

#### 3.2. Analysis of cycle branch

To further clarify the effect of the waveguide structure on the spread of the SPPs, we use the condition of 3.1, in addition to changing the structure of the branch size. Fig. 3 shows the result of the analysis of the resulting localized electric field: (a) 20, (b) 30, (c) 40, (d) 50, (e) 60, (f) 70, (g) 80, (h) 90 nm. As shown in the diagram, all branches show strong coupling, and local form is realized.

Fig. 4 shows the result of the analysis of the situation of effective refractive index: 10 nm, 5.7773-0.42373i; 20 nm, 5.4849-0.42314i; 30 nm, 5.1999-0.42618; 40 nm, 4.9197-0.43312i; 50 nm, 4.6427-0.4439i; 60 nm, 4.3688-0.46069i; 70 nm, 4.0948-0.48384i; 80 nm, 3.8215-0.51218i; 90 nm, 3.546-
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**Fig. 2.** (a) Electric field localization; (b) transverse electric field; (c) longitudinal electric field.

![Fig. 3.](image)

**Fig. 3.** The situation of electric field localized: (a) 20 nm, (b) 30 nm, (c) 40 nm, (d) 50 nm, (e) 60 nm, (f) 70 nm, (g) 80 nm, (h) 90 nm.
Fig. 4. The situation of effective refractive.

Fig. 5. The situation of propagation loss.

Fig. 6. The situation of limiting factors.

Fig. 7. The situation of normalized effective mode field.

Fig. 8. The situation of gain threshold.

A comprehensive analysis of Figs. 5-8 reveals that when the height of the branch increases, transmission loss, limiting factors, and the normalized effective mode field area decrease, and the gain threshold increases obviously. The minimum
effective mode field area is about 0.0130λ², the gain coefficient is about 700 cm⁻¹, and FOM can reach 150. The structure can realize the mode field limits of the deep subwavelength and achieve a good comprehensive performance.

### 4. Conclusions

In the new modulator of SPP-based cycle branch graphene waveguide, part of the incident light in the primary waveguide enters the secondary waveguide, thus leading to a phase difference with the primary waveguide as reflected at end of the branch and interaction coupling to enhance output light intensity. Numerical simulations show that the minimum effective mode field area is about 0.0130λ², the gain coefficient is about 700 cm⁻¹, and the FOM can reach 150. The structure can realize the mode field limits of the deep subwavelength and achieve a good comprehensive performance. The features of the new type of modulator make it compatible with CMOS technology and can thus serve as an integrated unit with obvious application value.
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